GYMDOGS EXPERIENCE 2.0
Gymdogs create an augmented reality experience to enhance the recruitment
process for potential future Gymdogs and allow fans to engage during the meets.

February 9, 2022 at 3:55 PM
ATHENS, GA — The UGA New Media Institute has continued their partnership with
the UGA Gymdogs gymnastics team to bring back “The Gymdog Experience 2.0,”
which is an Augmented Reality(AR) experience that includes interactive filters such
as the notable confetti bucket, the Gymdogs national championship trophies, the
Gymdogs card decks, and more.
UGA Gymnastics is trying to improve their recruiting process for future athletes by
providing an engaging and exciting experience from home. Without feeling a
connection to the team or having an idea of what being a Georgia Gymdog is like,
recruits may have trouble making their final decision. In addition, the creative team
for the Gymdogs is in need of an AR experience to level up their Instagram for their
fanbase in order to increase engagement before, during, and after meets.
By giving a virtual experience through the lens of your own cellphone, Gymdog
recruits can experience life as a Georgia gymnast, while fans intensify their
connection to the team through the same AR experience.
"We’re excited to hit the floor running on this project. Lijah has set the bars high, but
we have a flexible team ready to jump over any beams in our way." - Rob Waley,
Project Manager
To access these features, prospects simply have to go to the Gymdogs' social
channels and give the platform permission to access their camera. Once allowed,
viewers can access the features while using their camera within these social media
platforms.
“Before the Gymdogs Experience, I was between two teams; being able to feel like
a member of the Gymdogs in my own home as a recruit and seeing that confetti fall
over me through my iPhone made the decision an easy one” -Freshman Recruit
Tumble your way to the Gymdogs Instagram channel (@ugagymnastics) to try these
filters for yourself and be a Georgia Gymdog for a day. For any questions, see the
FAQ’s below or contact rch78024@uga.edu. Glory Glory!

Frequently Asked Questions
What are AR Filters?
According to Influencer Marketing Hub, Augmented Reality(AR) filters are computer-generated
effects designed to be superimposed on real-life images. AR filters work with your camera, adding a
layer or imagery in the foreground or background of your image.

Who is the target audience of these filters?
As Georgia is constantly looking to recruit the best gymnasts to the Gymdogs team, 60/40 is the
goal of this endeavor. A 60% effort to recruit the next Georgia Gymdogs to our roster and a 40%
effort towards the experience for the amazing fanbase.

How can I access the AR filters?
The Gymdogs Experience filters can be accessed through the Gymdogs social media platforms or
through a scannable QR code.

What are the Gymdogs?
The Georgia Gymdogs are the official gymnastics team for the University of Georgia. They are a
NCAA Division 1 team and members of the Southeastern Conference (SEC). Leading the country with
10 NCAA Women’s Gymnastics Championship titles, the Gymdogs have a strong name in the
collegiate gymnastics world and have a large fanbase at the school.

Who can access these filters?
Anyone with an Instagram account and the Instagram app is able to access these filters, however,
you must allow the social platform access to your camera in order to properly use the filters.

How do I use these filters?
After opening the filters via the Instagram app or a scannable QR code, you should be able to see
the filter automatically pop up on your camera screen. Capture the filter by tapping (to take a
picture) or holding (to take a video) the mid-lower white circle icon.

What else can I do with these filters?
Once you have access to the filter via the Instagram app, you will be able to share and save the
filter by tapping the save (bookmark) and share (paper airplane) icon in the lower right-hand corner
of the effect.

How can I reach you?
For any questions related to the filters or Gymdogs Instagram channel, feel free to contact
rch78024@uga.edu. For any questions related to UGA Gymnastics, please visit their official
website: https://georgiadogs.com/sports/womens-gymnastics .

